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RWTO/OERO Convention 2022 AREA 3 

 

“Laughter Lifts us Up” 

OUR HARD-WORKING TEAM! 

 

STEERING COMMITTEE - Nancy Bell, Provincial President, n3bell@rogers.com 

    Cathy Harrison, Convenor, grandmac@hotmail.ca 

    Vera Rowland, Co-Pres. L-M, verarowland@sympatico.ca 

    Sandra O’Brien, Co-Pres. L-M, sjobrien4846@gmail.com 

 

SR. EXECUTIVE -  Steering Committee + 

    Mary Maxwell, Treasurer, mmaxwell@rogers.com 

    Jane Macdonald, Registrar, jpmcmac21@gmail.com 

    Mary Jane Finn, Recording Sec., mimsterfinn@gmail.com 

 

PROVINCIAL LIASON - Nancy Bell, President 2021-22 Provincial 

    Kathy Gallagher, Website/Comm., rwtocyberlady@gmail.com 

Judith Bennoch, Program Coordinator, 

 rwtoprogramcoordinator@gmail.com 

Lynn Sulman, Area 3 Director, sulmanly@gmail.com 

 

 

COMMITTEES + CHAIRS - 

 

REGISTRATION   Jane Macdonald 

            &   Hilary Charles, Assist., classybritlady@gmail.com 

Printing and Publication 

 

SILENT AUCTION  Chatham/Kent President Janet Grainger, grainger@mnsi.net 

 

TOURS   St. Thomas/Elgin President Sue Bandeen, sbandeen1@gmail.com 

 

TOTE BAGS   Sarnia/Lambton President Mary Ann Barstead 

(goodies/sundries)   barstedma@yahoo.ca (will notify end of August) 

 

DOOR PRIZES                      Windsor-Essex President, Linda White,  

rwto.oero.we@gmail.com 

    Windsor-Essex Treasurer, Karen Clark-Lauzon 
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VOLUNTEERS/GREETERS - Sandra McKeen, rsmckeen@gmail.com  

Karen Tierney, tierneykaren58@gmail.com 

(+ volunteers for shifts in Hospitality Suite) L. Faulkner 

ENTERTAINMENT – Sandra O’Brien, Vera Rowland 

(includes Staycations, Photobooth and all Fun Stuff!) 

PHOTOGRAPHY - Bernarda Norwood, bnorwood@rogers.com 

(and all others willing to snap pictures) 

DECORATING -  Irene Gauvin, renegauvin1@hotmail.com 

CATERING/MEALS - Cathy Harrison, Nancy Bell, Sandra O’Brien 

Hilary Charles – Dietary 

AV/TECHNICAL SUPPORT – Kathy Gallagher, Ethan Snook 

AGM CO-ORDINATOR –   Judith Bennoch 

PROMOTION OF CONVENTION - Steering Committee, Judith Bennoch, 

 Kathy Gallagher, Jan Murdoch (Connections) 

OVER NINETIES/MOTHER-DAUGHTER 

AUNT/NIECE RECOGNITION LUNCHEON – Pat Savage, pasavage@sympatico.ca 

This is our front line TEAM! 

More volunteers will join us as the months go by –  

Thank you for agreeing NOW to take on a Committee 

And get Convention 2022 off the ground 

And UP INTO THE AIR! 
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RWTO/OERO 66th CONVENTION FINAL REPORT
JUNE 7-9'h 2022 

AREA 3 in LONDON, 4 POINTS SHERA TON/MARRIOTT 

THEME: "LAUGHTER LIFTS US UP" (from the "Having Fun" in our Mission 
Statement; Raising Spirits) 

LOGO: Hot Air Balloons floating in a brilliant blue sky 

By September 2019, our Steering Committee was just putting signatures on a Venue 
Contract with 4 Points Sheraton, London outlining the three days (7-9th

) in June 2022
for the 66th R WTO/OERO Convention. Our Steering Committee - Cathy Harrison,
Convenor, Branch Co-Vice-Presidents, Sandra O'Brien and Vera Rowland and incoming 
Provincial 2nd Vice President, Nancy Bell had been working, meeting and exploring 
options since June. 
We already knew what we wanted- fun, laughs, connecting with others and joint effort. 
Our goal was to invite all our Area Branches to take on a role; to ask other Branches to 
take part - either with a Workshop or Entertainment; to focus on our strengths - people 
caring about and for others through sharing, in this instance our experiences and our skills 
and our successes. 
We were 'pumped'! We had a very well negotiated contract, our Convention Handbooks 
handy, a few Volunteers already interested and a Bank Account. Provincial sent the 
invitation, a Treasurer came on board, the Steering committee did a skit at the fall 
luncheon meeting and the Membership was brought in. Everything was just merrily 
ticking along. YOU KNOW WHERE I AM GOING WITH THIS! 
In March 2020, Co-Yid entered our lives and everything changed. Although with two 
years to go until our Convention, we all felt it would pass and we would be in the clear! 
Everything still ground to a halt and we waited and followed the rules. 
We were introduced to Zoom in Summer 2020 and learned how to use it. Amazing tool 
that began to connect us again and put faces in front of us. 
This is how we found our Registrar! It was serendipity. In the Fall, Jane Macdonald 
turned up as a Branch member at our monthly meetings and was helping other members 
to navigate Zoom. Cheers! We had been hunting for well over a year. 
Lynn Sulman, our Area 3 Director, invited me in my Convenor Role to join her monthly 
meetings of the Area 3 Presidents. I would open the meeting with a brief update to 
everyone on our progress. I could ask and answer questions. I was able to recruit 
Committee support - Windsor/Essex took on the Door Prizes; Sarnia/Lambton chose to 
do Tote Bags; St Thomas/Elgin agreed to look after Tours and Chatham/Kent agreed to 
manage the Silent Auction. Amazing sharing of the work and continued teamwork. 
Thanks to Lynn, Area 3 was able to work together during those waiting years. Couldn't 
have done it with such efficiency and great results without those Zoom meetings. Of 
course emails were constantly moving back and forth as well! Kudos to Area 3. 

It was now 2021 and vaccinations had begun. We now had our logo d,esigned and printed. 
Hope seemed to be coming back. Call to Convention needed to be planned and since this 
Convention was to be all virtual, our contributions would be 'filmed', edited to a 



videotape and presented online. Enter Kathy Gallagher and Ethan Snook who were 
invaluable with their help, support and knowledge. Both had such patience. Our Call to 
Convention group directed by Sandra O'Brien, Vera Rowland and Tracey McIntyre 
(music) led us through practices on Zoom. We learned to be flexible and patient - a sense 
of humor was a must. By Spring we were ready and decided that distancing in a back 
yard would work for the filming. We had our shots too! 
Bernarda Norwood, our Branch Photographer came to record. The choir group had a 
wacky, musical afternoon- lots of balloons and laughter - When Ethan edited and 
worked his magic, the final product was a great success. We were euphoric! We were 
learning to cope and live with this virus. Even members of the choir from our other 
Branches were in the video as they were able to send separate footage to Ethan. 

This was a turning point. Morale was high. Volunteers were joining by email or phone 
call. We were now doing Convention Planning meetings on Zoom. Still no firm 
commitments but a Convention was being planned and was taking shape. 
It was now the back half of 2021 - summer had been a good one - vaccination continued 
and boosters were now being given ... our timeline was in good shape and Committees 
had their plans in order, ready for the final stretch from Christmas to end of May. 
However as you will remember-ANOTHER INTENSE Co-Vid WAVE HIT ! We 
waited again but time was flying by! 

The Provincial BOD was to make a decision in January - would Convention 2022 be a 
'GO'? Would it be safe? What risks would members/delegates be comfortable with? At 
the Zoom meeting, after some discussion, it was decided that with time ( end of February) 
the Co-Vid tide would likely tum and vaccination and boosters were still in demand and 
available. WE WAITED IT OUT - but frustration was building. 
The February Zoom meeting arrived. Discussion began, revealing that unknowns were 
still causing anxiety. It was decided that a quick survey would be taken by talking with 
the Branch Presidents; we needed a quorum. A 'LIVE" CONVENTION would not work 
if we did not have the delegates necessary to pass motions. WE WAITED AGAIN! 

The BOD worked quickly; results came back and they were very affirming - we had the 
needed numbers! IT WAS A GO ... move ahead ... By mid-March the Registration Forms 
were posted online, a new protocol, instructions sent out across the Province and Jane 
MacDonald, Registrar and Judith Bennoch, Provincial Program Director, did an amazing 
job handling the calls, questions and problems that popped up! Patient, calm and good 
natured, they bravely dealt with it all. Jane was also managing the E-Transfer payments; 
Judith was managing the plans and prep for the AGM. We salute these two Team 
Members. Always there, ready to help, offering sensible advice and encouragement. 

Everything else that had been waiting on paper with our Committee Chairs now swung 
into motion. We had about nine weeks at this point to have Convention 2022 ready. That 
was the motivator - back to our Timeline, make the changes, place the orders, find the 
props, get the contracts signed, confirm the volunteers, hunker down with the final menus 
and the catering plans - days were not long enough! BREA THE, BREATHE we told 
each other. 



As you know, Convention 2022 was also designed to be 'LIVE and 'VIRTUAL'(live 
streaming). Kathy Gallagher, Provincial Communications (Web site) and Ethan Snook 
were working alongside, preparing the plans, the equipment needed, checking rooms and 
choices from the program to be live-streamed. These two talented and experienced people 
managed their own tasks and were always willing to help us with advice regarding set up. 
Nothing like these new and improved and cutting edge means of connecting and 
communicating to help build the excitement! PANDEMIC- WHAT PANDEMIC?? 
I mentioned our Hotel, 4Points Sheraton, at the beginning of this report. We were 
impressed in 2019 and we were very impressed with their management, support, help and 
advice during those final two months. They were feeling the affects of the pandemic in 
serious shortages of staff and supplies etc., but went out of their way to give us their time 
and energy and experience. Nicole Keenan, Sales and Booking and Vivian White, 
Catering checked in with us frequently and solved many small problems throughout the 
three years. The catering staff were two steps ahead of us and always ready. We 
considered them all part of our Team. We all understood the tight time frame and the 
stress about things beyond our control. 

On Monday, June 61\ the Steering Committee, Hotel Staff, Kathy G., Ethan S., Treasurer 
Mary Maxwell, Registrar Jane, Lynda Faulkner, Jane Williams, Dianne Heatherington, 
Judith Bennoch, the Volunteer Co-Ordtnators, Karen Tierney and Sandra McKeen and 
Mary Jane Finn descended on the hotel early in the morning and were there until late into 
the evening fetching and carrying, setting up decorations and displays, filling envelopes 
and then tote bags .. . the list goes on. It was a huge job, exhausting and as usual small 
glitches developed. I thank this group ,vholeheartedly with my gratitude and appreciation. 
We would not have made the: midnight deadline if not for everyone just pitching in and 
accepting whatever job was at hand! A special mention with cheers and applause to Mary 
Jane Finn, who was our Recording Secretary and my unofficial Co-Convenor as well as 
having a key role as my wise and practical 'sounding board'. SUCH A TEAM! 
I mention the Evaluation sheets later in this report but our thanks goes out to all present 
who enjoyed themselves - smiled, danced, ate, laughed, sang and were completely 
engaged in having a good time! Thank you for the over 100 glowing reports that you left 
for us. I know that we all needed that return to Convention and we were thrilled that it 
came to be here in London with Area '.:i. 
So ... this is the story (above) that I wanted to relay to you. I return to those goals in my 
opening paragraph that were se� by the Steering Committee. In the past weeks as I have 
been mulling over how to pr{;sent this report, it came to me that despite all the downward 
turns, the waiting and the frustration, as a group, we have stretched and moved into areas 
that the Pandemic crisis forced on us. Reaching out to technology, finding alternate ways 
to connect, trying new things to be mere efficient, using E-transfer, wearing masks, 
spending healthy air time outside ... w.e have grown in perspective, in risk-taking, in 
patience ... all of us and we ate better connected because of it. Yes, it was worth the worry 
but once is enough!! 
Respectfully Submitted, Cathy Harrison, Convenor, RWTO/OERO Convention 2022 

P.S. To date, we have had no news of anyone developing Co-Vid either at Convention or 
just after. 



CHALLENGES 

1. Following the tail end of the Pandemic with its added Health and Safety

Concerns

2. A three year gap between live Conventions - 2019-2022

3. The Infrastructure issues due to rising costs, co-vid protocols, staff
shortages and the supply chain disruptions

4. The tension and worry about the unknown future felt by our membership;
The resulting hesitation and lack of motivation to take on such a project

5. The annoying wait over the months and the stressful START-STOP
pattern to our plans and progress

6. Convention 2022 was finally ready on paper but it was close to the end of
March before we were able to move forward. Two months to pull it all
together, finalize contracts, place orders, order the printing, send out the
Registration Forms and smooth out the glitches.

7. As well, we were working with a new and improved (we hoped)

Registration Format - online forms and sending E-transfers re payment.

8. The resulting stress and exhaustion from the above was taking its toll!!

............................................................................ 

BUT WE DID IT !! 
"Laughter really did lift us up!" 

Right down to the final minutes on Tuesday Morning as we were finishing 
the set up on the Registration tables - a little silly and giddy but excited and 

everything was ready to go ... 

ALL THOSE BALLOONS, ALL THOSE COLORFUL T-SHIRTS, 
ALL THOSE VOLUNTEERS! 

I am so proud of AREA3, the CONVENTION 2022 TEAM, the 70+ 
VOLUNTEERS involved and the positive, helpful spirit that made it all 
possible. 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The annually updated Convention Handbook needs to be the "go to" resource
for planning and preparing for Conventions. Everyone on the Convention
Team should have a copy or know where to find it and the relevant info.

2. Start with a Steering Committee (4-5) and build the team as you plan your
Timeline. Involving other Branches in your area is an excellent way to share
the workload and make connections and friends.

3. The timeline in the Appendix at the back of the Convention Handbook is
an excellent help to plan the week of Convention itself.

4. First priority is always the venue! Do the research, make the visits, listen,
observe all aspects from booking, rooms, catering AND accessibility. Be
ready to negotiate for pricing and perks.

5. A hybrid approach (live streaming and live) is the direction to go. It is
time. Each year, it will grow and improve communication across the
province by enhancing and expanding connections with the Branches.

6. Committee Chairs have taken time in their reports to also list
recommendations that apply to their jobs. Their pages follow.

7. A Convention such as ours which is planned over two years, involves the
entire Provincial membership. It is assigned annually
to different Areas with different resources. More support is needed
from the Provincial BOD. We respectfully suggest that as you review the
Handbook in the coming months that you examine the need for experienced
and/or trained members in the areas of Registration, Financial, Account
ing , Technology, and Provincial BOD responsibilities i.e. workshops. This
concern has come up before and has been mentioned in the final reports in
2016 and 2019. (Note 2022 Registrar's report.)

8. Having just handled a lot of paper throughout this Convention in
planning, preparing for the AGM, cleaning up after and gathering the
paper reports needed for the binders, we feel this paper trail needs to be
addressed. Let's go as 'green ) as we can! Let's move online.



9. We ask that you seriously consider the changes made in the Registration
process this year, Although some adjusting and tweaking will be necessary,
the online registration forms and the e-transfer of funds was very efficient.
Note the Registrar's report that follows.

10. We realize that these past years have caused 'mind fog'; new members
have joined the Organization and attended their first Convention;

communications within the Branches have been challenged by the
pandemic. When we were taking calls and fielding the registration
glitches and misunderstandings, we saw the gaps. It would be helpful to
plan a Tutorial explaining the procedures and protocols of the Convention
process before that time comes around again. Area Directors to Branch
Presidents to members/delegates??

11. Conventions are a long, involved, complex project - also expensive!
No matter the year, the group, or the circumstances there is pressure and
stress. We respectfully make these suggestions as a starting point. Please
contact us if we can help with examples or anecdotes etc.



SUMMARY of EVALUATION FORMS* 

*(Following this summary, I have included the Debriefing Notes that we 
discussed with the Hotel Staff two weeks after Convention. It was at their 

invitation and request - a very worthwhile meeting.) 

There were 132 Evaluation Forms deposited into the box placed on the 

Registration table Thursday AM. 

Over 100 of these forms gave us a glowing report. We appreciate all the 
smiling emojis, the positive comments, kind words and compliments. 

Approximately 30 gave us mixed comments. However, no one gave us a 
failing grade! 

Many members commented on mobility issues that referred to the long walk 
from rooms to the Convention Wing. We checked back to our Registration 
forms and found only 6 mentions of a mobility issue in that box. A 
rewording of this item on the form should be considered. 

The remainder of the comments were very individual concerning glitches 
that had come up. Some of those dealing with housekeeping were due to 
staffing shortages. (These were announced early on from the podium.) 

Accessibility was a concern. We had the best hotel for those amenities in the 
area but bathroom fixtures, room assignments closer to the ballroom, 
accessible parking spots near the rooms, automatic entry doors etc need 
attention. Hotels are beginning to address these problems. * 

A few people gave advice: 
- too much food at meals
- too warm
- too chilly; AC too high
- timing too tight
- have more tour options ( We had three and just managed to fill one

bus.)
- have a 50/50 draw daily and do away with the Silent Auction
- members need a daily Agenda ?? (Perhaps we need to draw attention

to the pages in the Annual Report and the entire Registration
Envelope.)



2022 RWTO/OERO Annual Convention Final Statement 

Budget 

Revenue 

Registration and Meals 

Tours 

Branch Seed money 

Donations: Manulife 

Donations: ETFO, Catholic Teachers 

Donations: Other 

Provincial Grant 

Provincial 1st Advance 

Provincial 2nd Advance 

Provincial Reimbursement 

Kingston 2020 Contribution 

Silent Auction 

Bank interest 

Other (sold Tshirts) 

Total Revenue 

EKpenses 

Meals 

Coffee Breaks 

Room Rental (silent auction & workshop rooms) 

Hospitality -Food 

Printing-Prov to reimburse 

Printing -Convention 

Flowers -Prov to reimburse 

Tours 

Branch Seed money 

Mies, Audio Visual 

Decorations 

Silent Auction eKpenses 

Favours and Door Prizes 

Office Supplies 

70,250.00 

8,000.00 

2,000.00 

1,800.00 

1,000.00 

8,000.00 

5,000.00 

5,000.00 

7,000.00 

700.00 

3,000.00 

111,750.00 

60,000.00 

5,000.00 

3,150.00 

2,000.00 

2,500.00 

1,000.00 

500.00 

8,000.00 

2,000.00 

6,000.00 

1,500.00 

0.00 

1,500.00 

SOD.DO 

August 31st, 2022 

Actual 

50,715.00 

5,425.00 

2,000.00 

1,800.00 

1,500.00 

275.00 

8,000.00 

5,000.00 

5,000.00 

8,524.44 

742.41 

3,755.00 

25.78 

180.00 

92,942.63 

40,063.85 

1,028.00 

3,377.50 

2,963.54 

1,586.21 

1,636.18 

336.01 

3,767.15 

2,000.00 

6,456.06 

1,205.55 

245.55 

796.28 

618.73 



Provincial Loan 10,000.00 10,000.00 

Tote bags 1,000.00 1,004.08 

Logo & Call to Convention/Promotion 1,500.00 326.06 

Entertainment 2,000.00 1,738.42 

Convention meeting exp 500.00 450.07 

Volunteer Appreciation 1,500.00 1,796.91 

Bank charges 102.00 

Miscellaneous 1,000.00 279.35 

Refunds 2,730.00 

Total Expenses 111,150.00 84,507.50 

Difference 600.00 8,435.13 

75% to Hosting B ranch(s) 

25% to Provincial 



Treasurer's Final comments 

August 31 st 2022 

1. Create an expense request for funds sheet and have it sent to all convention committee

chairs and bring extra already printed copies at convention committee meetings and at the

convention. It helps to track the receipts and the categories that they belong to.
2. If using e-transfers and auto deposits of cheques, be aware of your bank's policy on

charges for these options.

3. Communication between the treasurer and the registrar is important because as people

register and send in a cheque or e-transfer, the treasurer needs to know the amounts for

registrations, tours or meals only so that it can be recorded correctly in the income
categories.

Mary Maxwell 
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Registrar Report Convention 2022 
First of all let me express my gratitude for choosing me to be the registrar for 

the RWTO Convention this year. I enjoyed all aspects of this position and was happy to 
brush up on my computer skills and even learn some new ones. It was a pleasure working 
with all the wonderful ladies of my branch, meeting and working with the wonderful 
women from the other Area 3 branches and meeting all the attendees from all the other 
areas. Although somewhat stressful at times. the excitement of having a purpose and 
making so many new friends far outweighed the stressful moments. 

Suggestions/Recommendations 
1) I think the Registrar Po5ition should be strongly considered to be part of the
Provincial Board Of Directors for future conventions for the following reasons
• The size of this convention has grown considerably since its beginning making it a great

amount of work for someone new each year who's unfamiliar with the process.
• The amount of computer skills required (definitely more than just basic skills)
• Registrar email could remain the same each year to help facilitate easier registration

for members to do online as well as communication between members and registrar.
• Using Zoom meetings, a specific number of meetings could be specified for in-person

attendance and the others done via Zoom to help alleviate costs of travel expenses for
Registrar.

• The registrar doesn't have to be a r�ember of the branch/area holding the convention.
• Registrar could hold info sessions or.line/in person with branches/areas across the

province to show/teach how easy online registration and payment is.
• The registrar could work with the executive secretary initially, to update the

spreadsheet used for the convention and the'.n assume this job.
• Registrar could research and present info to BOD about new online registration

programs that can include payment by credit card to make registration easier.
Z) The spreadsheet used to organize the da7a for the convention NEEDS to be reviewed/
updated yearly to keep it CiJrrent with today's needs.
• Don't need a section for roommates as members book their own rooms
• Need more than one column for wor!<Shops as many were interested in attending more

than one workshop
• Ensure all formulas are working properly for printing reports and receipts etc.
• Original file should always be kept clean and should not hove any lingering information

from a prior convention
• Delegate list should be connected to this spreadsheet as many members. and/or

branches were unsure of who were. their delzgates
3) There should only be 2 types of re9•stration forms
• ONLINE - Preferred
• Printed paper copy to mail (last resc,r+)
These should look different as many peo:,:e thought the printed copy that they received via email
and could fifl in on their computer, was an on;ine form which lead to some confusion.

2022-08-06, 2:05 PM 
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4) All branches should consider sending only one e-transfer or cheque to cover the cost
of registering their attendees i.e. members pay their branch up front and the branch
treasurer pays for attendees. This would help minimize bank charges i.e. 6 people coming
from one branch = 1 e-transf er charge or 1 cheque deposit charge instead of 6 charges.
The notation for who the e-transfer is covering can be made in the note window of the e
transfer or on the cheque.
5) The registrar should be one of the signatures on the bank account that is set up for
convention so that they too have access to watch for, check and confirm payments
received. The bank account should also be set up for Auto-deposit for attendees wishing
to e-transfer.
6) If the registrar position continues -to not be on the BOD then a separate email needs
to be created and all corre.'5pondence kept separate from the Registrar's personal email
to alleviate any confusion in correspondence.
n If the registrar position c-Jntinues to not be part of the BOD then the person chosen
needs to have much more than basic computer skills as mentioned earlier. They must be
familiar with using spreadsheets, including the use of formulas and creating reports.
8) Receipts need to be larger as several attendees misplaced the small strip of paper of
the current form and had to be issued duplicate receipts as the registrar is the only
person who signs these receipts. Perh-::ips they can also be issued electronically once
registration and payment are received and sent with the email that confirms their
registration.
9) Storage of registration information and reports should be done completely
electronically as printing and storing paper copies is cumbersome, outdated, difficult to
find and retrieve anything if ne.cessary and definitely not eco-friendly.

With times changing and the electror>ic world becoming more prevalent, it was wonderful 
to see both the online version of this convention in 2021 and the hybrid version that we 
presented this year. I strongly believe that it i.5 important to continue to move forward in 
this direction, which will help to make. the re.gistror position easier as well as the storage 
and retrieval of registroticr, informat:ori and reports for future reference. I am more 
than willing to work within our RWTO organization to help us continue to move forward in 
this electronic world and maintain the professionalism that RWTO was founded on and 
continues to present. 

Sincerely 

�� 
Convention Registrar 2022 

2022-08-06, 2:05 PM 
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.. 

RWTO Convention 2022 

August 25_, 2022 

Number of Registrations: 

Total$ Received: 

Tuesday Dinners: 

Wednesday Breakfasts: 

Wednesday Tours & Lunches: 

Festival Theatre 

Village of Port Stanley' 

Exploring London 

Ageless Grace- Timeless Fitness 

Drum Circle Facilation 

Wednesday Banquets: 

Thursday Breakfasts: 

Thursday Luncl1eons: 

AGM Only 

196 

$ 53,260 

185 

174 

54 

25 

29 

0 

12 

14 

187 

173 

182 

0 

3:45 PM 

2022-08-26, :l:25 PM 



Technical Report for Convention 2022 

Pros 

• livestreaming introduction with recordings - a push forward to advance the

organization

• Cameras and screens setup for members to see speakers and entertainment

• Technician and Communication Convenor website to handle all equipment

• Audio for Main Convention Events excellent

• Registration online much easier and less work for registrar

• Advertising on Facebook and lnstagram created interest

• livestreaming provided !ots of footage to use for highlights of the Convention

Cons 

• Not releasing information about livestreaming sooner

• Disappointing numbers for the livestreaming

• Registering for livestreaming hindered members from attending the Convention virtually

• Some lighting in the room made for pocr video production

Recommendations 

• Communication between the Convention Committee and Technical Support be ongoing

during the planning and �reparation of the Convention

• Continuation of the Hybrid Convention ( livestreaming so members can see what is

happening)

• Continued use of the PSI companv as the tech company to provide the equipment and

setup

• Promote etransfer on website with registration

• No registration for livestreaming- use a schedule only

• Use Youtube or Facebook to Livestream or some other platform

• Advertise livestreaming of the Convention at the same time as the registration for

Convention

• Make a list of the photographs that should be taken

• Take photographs of all award winners away from the stage ( in a room with better

lighting)

• When Livestreaming -use better camera and audio equipment for workshops

• Have time to test the audio and video equipment

Kathy Gallagher



VOLUNTEERS Sandra McKeen, Karen Tierney 

In 2021, once the worst of the pandemic was past and the Convention T earn was 
ready to proceed with plans, we began to promote and sign up volunteers. Since all five 

Branches in Area 3 were involved, each with a Committee, each Branch then collected its 
own volunteer helpers for the planning and actual event. London-Middlesex supplied 
additional volunteers as needed during the live Convention. 

We named our group "The Meet and Greet Committee". We began to set up a table at 

our monthly Luncheon meetings to promote and sign up interested members. Slowly at 
first but steadily into 2022 the numbers increased until mid-May when we had over 30+ on 
our list. Some were attending Convention but most came and went for their shifts during 
the week. Wonderful response from our membership and we were thrilled. 

From discussions at our Convention Team meetings, jobs, positions, and numbers 
needed were sorted out according to the rooms in use, the size of the floor plans and 
various roles each day including the AGM. Entry doors, front desk, workshops, runners, 
etc. were some of the needed roles. Charts were prepared for the tables the last two months 
before June and volunteers signed up for shifts. Three days - a chart for each day. Many 
signed up for multiple shifts and different jobs. 

It was decided by the Convention Team that Volunteers and Committee Chairs would 
all wear a brightly coloured T-Shirt with our LOGO and Hot Air Balloons on both sides so 
that visibility would not be a problem. We gifted these shirts to all involved in Convention 
2022. They were a great hit, in fact, the extras were sold during Convention. 

The Meet and Greet Committee had their own space and table near the front desk in 
the main lobby. The lists and information for all Volunteers were set out there when they 
arrived to sign in for duty. The Meet and Greet Committee Chairs were on hand to answer 
any questions. The Chairs also circulated throughout to check that all was running 
smoothly. The key focus was smiles, friendly approach and problem solving - which 
London-Middlesex does very well! 

Every member, member/delegate and guest, every Volunteer and Committee Chair 
wore a nametag. Most were on a cord but some were pinned on. Nametags told us all; I 
AM FULLY VACCINATED and I belong here! 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
l. Start early and promote steadily to build your roster of Volunteers. A year and a

half before is not too soon. Spread the word from the podium at meetings; with your 
Branch callers; in your newsletter/Web page; person to person ... 

2. Come up with a bold T--Shirt or hat or ? that draws people in and looks like fun.

3. Our total number of Volunteers for Area 3 was well over 70. All Branches made
sure that there was a party, a recognition and appreciation for such a great group success! 



HOSPITALITY SUITE 

CHAIR-Lynda Faulkner 

As always, the Hospitality Suite is a popular spot to sit, chat, meet up with 
friends and enjoy a drink and/or snack. It has been a tradition at Convention 
and this year was no exception. This room in the Convention wing of the 
hotel was an active, cheerful, place with animated voices that reached the 

hallway outside. Great to hear and see the joy of reconnecting members! 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. If possible, choose a room that is close to the Convention Activities. Have

an open door and signage around the area with directions.

2. Choose a space that is roomy, bright and able to accommodate around 30
people.

3. Use round tables and chairs with room to move about as people will drop
in for a few minutes or sit down for a stay. The long tables for food and
drink etc should be to the sides, against the wall.

4. Food and Beverage- Your caterer can be very helpful to you with this

order as they have the experience with amounts of food, replenishing,
serving and such. Keep the food to simple finger foods with a variety of
sweet and savoury, hot and cold beverages. We had the food come out from
the kitchen in about 3 shifts.

5. There were two Volunteer Hostesses and the catering server looking after
the needs and circulating. We did have a games table in a comer and a few
visitors enjoyed the puzzles.

6. The hours the Suite was open were; Tuesday 1 :00 to 4:30 pm and
Wednesday 1 :00 to 5 :00 pm. These worked well and allowed time to clear
before the social time before dinner.



ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE REPORT 

As the Entertainment Committee, we were responsible for providing entertainment for 

Tuesday night, Wednesday night and two Staycations. We also gathered humorous memes 

and quotes and sent them to our IT people who compiled them into visual displays. In 

addition, we organized a photo booth (real hot air balloon basket) which was a really big 

attraction and provided an opportunity for large groups to take photos. Lastly, we created 

a trivia contest based on "teacher" movies (12 questions) which was a flexible "filler" for 

when needed. 

Ron Godel, a magician from Windsor was hired for the Tuesday night and he entertained 

everyone with his tricks and illusions ending with levitating a lady from the audience. 

Everyone was quite entertained. 

For Wednesday night, the band "The E1derlies" was hired, and played a variety of music. 

They were well received and had many of the ladies up and dancing. 

For the two Staycations, we had "Ageless Grace"-chair yoga and a Drumming Circle. 

Although numbers were low for the yoga it was well received and some of the local 

members were talking about making it an ongoing Friendship Activity or club. The 

drumming circle had a good number of participants and they had a lot of fun. 

RECOMMENDATIONS; 

1. Make sure you have a "backup plan". The band we contacted a year ago,

disbanded and we had to scramble to get a replacement. Our Yoga instructor

cancelled 3 days before the convention due to her flight to Italy being bumped up a

day. She did give us a name for a replacement, but there was a bit of

miscommunication before we were able to contact her.

2. Although most people were happy with the band, some voiced opinions about the

type of music. You cannot please ALL the people. Our mandate was to get a band

who would get everyone up and dancing-mission accomplished!

3. Make sure you have volunteers to pick up equipment. We needed to provide the

keyboard for the choir and extra drums for the Drumming Circle. Book in advance.

In conclusion, we believe that we accomplished all we set out to do. 

Submitted by 

Vera Rowland & Sandy O'Brien 

Entertainment Committee 



2022 Convention: Silent Auction Report 

The room was set up by the hotel staff and was ready when we arrived. I was provided 
with a key card to ensure the room was securely locked and opened at the appropriate 
times. Staff provided extra tables. The room had 2 entry/exit doors which also allowed 2 
separate areas for efficiently processing winners ( one for cash, one for cheques). 

When we believed we had most of the donated gifts labelled and set on the tables, 
accompanied by bidding sheets, we opened the room for visitors. During the less busy 
times, one of our volunteers wrote a thank you card to every Branch President that 
contributed an item. The viewing was busiest during the times before and after meetings, 
meals, and staycations. On Wednesday, the last day to bid, we closed the auction room at 
5 p.m. to process the winning bids and prepare for the winners to pick up their gifts. We 
needed every minute for this preparation. 

The majority of the winners picked up their gift(s) that evening. The Convention 
Treasurer provided the cash floats and boxes for the floats and took money away 
immediately after the last payment was made. Any gifts left over were picked up the 
next morning and the money left safely in the convention office. 

Recommendations: 

1. Before the auction, the auction team, on a regular basis, should carefully review the
times for the silent auction and times that volunteers will be needed, including before the
actual auction room open times.

2. Create a list of the volunteers' time commitment and possible "extra time". Prepare a
list of volunteers with contact information, volunteer times, and shirt size (if volunteer
shirts are being provided).

3. Define final volunteer shifts and duties at least 3 to 4 weeks before the convention.
Keep a copy of this list at the silent auction desk. Duties include accepting items, adding
labels, patrolling the room and answering questions, pointing outbvn qualities of items.

4. As a general guide:

- Tuesday: set up and accept gifts (perhaps chairs for volunteers) - if a gift came
packaged, the packaging material was hidden under its table for re-use when claimed -
gifts displayed on tables in numerical order (makes sorting/pick up of items easier) - a
volunteer should fill in the bidding sheet (which will accompany the gift on display) not
the donor - 2 volunteers may be needed at busy drop-off times - 1 or 2 volunteers place
items with bidding sheets on tables - Hours open are from 9 a.m to 10 p.m. (receiving
from 9 a.m., open for viewing from 1 p.m. to 10 p.m.) but may close from 5 to 9 during



reception and opening dinner - 2 charts with open hours should be prepared and posted 
outside the auction room (the venue may provide tripods) 
- Wednesday: Hours open are from 7 to 8:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
to 10 p.m. - Bidding closes at 5 p.m. - Winning bids posted outside of auction room by
8:30 p.m.
From 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., 4-5 volunteers completed the winners sheets, sorted and
arranged multiple prizes on their own tables (1 table for 2 gift wins, 1 table for 3 gift
wins, etc.), and prepared a chart of winners for posting outside the auction room -
Winning items were to be picked up between 8:30 and 10 Wednesday evening- Cash or
cheque only accepted - Wednesday evening we also had to clear the room because of
another function Thursday morning (unclaimed gifts locked in Convention office).
-Thursday morning to 9 a.m., be available for winners to pick up unclaimed gifts -
Payments left in convention office.

5. During a quiet time on Wednesday afternoon, start to fill in the Winners sheets ( at
least 2 of the columns - When final tally is completed, 2 of these sheets should be
placed at the cash table and a third at the cheque table - At the cheque table have a
volunteer who will record the cheque number, verify names as well as clarifying
"payment to" information, and check that the item( s) has been received - Have a table
long enough for one person to be filling out her cheque while another is submitting hers
- At the payment tables, it was handy to have an extra table for multiple gifts won by one
member who could not carry all her gifts at once and had to return.

Silent Auction Statistics: 
- volunteer helpers: 10
- cash float to start: $250.00
- cash boxes: 3 (one for cheques, 2 for cash)
- bidding sheets - we used 73
- winner sheets - we used 12
- prizes donated: 72
- participating aranches: 47



Tour Committee Report 

1. At our first meeting, we assigned individuals to look at various venues and activities.
2. Since we were in the midst of Covid, we were unsure whether the Convention would
be live or virtual, so all venues were discussed, and verbal consent given for our choices.
Once it was established that Convention would be live, we moved forward on those

requiring a contract such as busing.
3. We had a cutoff date for signing up for tours and the Staycations.
4. Since we did not have enough people for two buses to our theatre venue and shopping
in Port Stanley, the two groups were combined to fill a 54 passenger bus. Both groups
were loaded and unloaded at the same place. We had to cancel a planned tour in London
due to lack of numbers.

5. Both groups were fed lunch at a local hall by a catering company so that participants
did not have to go searching for a place to eat.
6. Lists of participants were provided so that we could check off those going to the
theatre and give them a ticket.
7. The theatre had been paid by one of our tour committee members and she was
reimbursed. Theatre tickets had to be reserved in advance so that seats were all in one

location. The lunch venue was paid directly by the Convention Treasurer as was the bus
company.

Suggestions: 

1. Check unloading, loading, and parking places for buses beforehand. Port Stanley had
instituted paid parking everywhere the week before our excursion. We had checked this
out last fall with the bylaw officials, but council initiated these new rules subsequently.
They had not allowed for any bus parking spots when setting up their lots. We did
contact the municipality and they assisted us in this matter.
2. Booking two tours going to one location can be advantageous as you can combine the
two groups going and coming if there are not enough people for two buses.
3. The fuel surcharge was mentioned by Great Canadian as prices were rising during our
conversations with them. When pricing the cost of a 54 passenger bus for our
participants, we priced it out at 40 participants in order to allow for less than 54 on the
bus and the fuel surcharge.
4. Since only one bus was required, only one door was needed at the hotel for loading

the bus. If two or more were required, we had arranged with the hotel to use 2 or 3
doors.

5. Make sure that the restaurant can accommodate all of the participants on the bus.
Some restaurants have limited space and cannot accommodate a full busload.



Mother/Daughter and 90+ Luncheon Report 

A committee of five started the process of registering members for the luncheon. Getting 
details about the members to finalize their attendance included emails, post mail, and 
telephone calls. Also, some of the Branch Presidents and Area Directors were very 
helpful in ensuring that the information got to their possible registrants. Finally, it was 
determined that 5 mother/daughter combinations would be in attendance. (At the last 
moment, one had to cancel, but one surprised us with her appearance, but there was no 
problem ensuring that they felt welcomed.) 

The next list to be compiled was the 90+ members. They were allowed to bring a guest 
with Provincial paying for both meals. There were 7 members and 6 guests present. 

The event included special treats, presentation roses, and a certificate presented by 
Nancy Bell, Provincial President, and was held at the Thursday Convention luncheon. 

Our committee also prepared about 400 certificates to be passed on to 90+ members 
throughout the province. Executive Secretary-Treasurer, Linda Huffman, greatly aided 
our efforts by reorganizing the 90+ list by Branches. 

Recommendations: 
1. Changing the luncheon format - We believe that for the amount of effort required, too
few members were able to attend the Convention luncheon. We suggest that this
recognition event be moved to the Branches, where the Branches would have the
opportunity to prepare a special part of their programs. This would eliminate some 90+
members and Mother/Daughter combos being excluded because of distance, lack of
transportation, illness, no companion to accompany them, or cost. Also, the honoured
would be among friends whom they know, and who could celebrate with them. (In
phone calls to this group, those unable to attend were sad because they knew they would
have had a good time. Also, some said that their Branches had already honoured them
with lovely presentations.)
2. 90+ Certificates - We believe that the certificates issued this year should become
standard just like the Cora Bailey certificate. In keeping with the idea in our first
recommendation, once a year, the Branch would inform the Provincial office of the
names of members turning 90 and Provincial could send the signed certificate( s) to the
Branch so they could be presented locally when the Branch chooses.

We trust our recommendations will be considered. With a growing group of 90+ 
members, it is time to adapt a program to recognize their needs. 



OUR SPECIAL GUESTS 
It is our pleasure and honor 

To recognize and pay tribute today to these 
Valued Members and their Contributions 

RWTO/OERO MOTHER-DAUGHTER MEMBERS 

Phyllis Patterson M, Brenda Wiegand D 
KITCHER-WATERLOO 

Barbara Bain M, Linda Freeman D, 
LONDON-MIDDLESEX 

Marilyn Cherry M, Lynn Strauss D 
PALMERSTON 

Joan Wells M, Laura Schmidt D. 
ST. CATHARINES 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

RWTO/OERO MEMBERS, OVER NINETY 

Marjorie Featherton, BRANTFORD 

Barbara Lawler, FLESHERTON 

Barbara Bain, LONDON-MIDDLESEX 

Agnes Gallagher, LONDON-MIDDLESEX 

June Levy, LONDON-MIDDLESEX 

Joyce Fee, PETERBOROUGH 

Joan Wells, ST. CATHARINES 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

These members represent the hundreds of our older members who have been, and 
continue to be, active and involved in their Branches and their communities. 

We salute you all! 
At the close of this Convention, representatives from all our Branches will be taking 

back certificates of appreciation,)ndividually addressed and signed by the 2022 
RWTO/OERO President, fo� the Over Nineties in their membership. 



Centerpieces 

Our branch has a committee of eight members that meet once a month, usually 

two weeks before a meeting. This committee was responsible for three main 

table decorations for the convention. Members contributed ideas. Some from 

Pinterest, some from church functions and some from other senior groups. 

Our budget was three hundred dollars. To use our money wisely we had a 

convention preview at our branch March, April
J
and May meetings. Some of our 

materials were donated by members , eg. Mason jars, silk flowers, greenery. A 

lot of materials are purchased at the Dollar Store and some at Goodwill. 

As we made each centerpiece, storage for the 25 finished items was a challenge. 

have a neighbour that let me use her lower level. We packed the centerpieces in 

banana boxes. This helped with transportation. We used the side slits as handles. 

This fall for our September branch meeting we will reuse the green strawberry 

basket with silk flowers and some of our other finished items in the coming 

months eg. Wooden spoons with faces. Other items eg. the colourful roosters 

will be given to members rather than stored longer. Another idea is to sell the 

centerpieces for cost. This we often do at our November meeting with our 

Christmas centerpieces. 



Door Prize Committee 
This committee of 5 was organized before the actual Convention. We met at the 
chairperson's home where ail the items were being held. Took some time to assemble 
each door prize, approximately $7-$8 each. Gift bags with the Convention colours were 
already purchased and available for filling that day. Convention logo stickers were 
placed on each bag and the interior tissue was also in Convention colours. A 
decorative and fun presentation was the result! 
At Convention, 2 of the volunteers were present on one night to hand out the door 
prizes. We knew the number of registrants and pulled the numbers for the first night 
about a week before the event. Then the 2 volunteers pulled the numbers for the 
second night that a1ternoon. A copy of the list of winners was placed on each table at 
dinner each night. After that , we stayed at the prize table and checked off the numbers 
as they arrived. This method helped to keep the number of people at the table within 
social distance rules. 

Suggestions: Start gathering prizes a few months before the Convention. Try to 
highlight the colours and log::>. Touch base with the Convention registrar for the number 
of registrants and pull the numbers ahead of time. 

Karen Clark-Lauzon 
Door Prizes Committee Ch�ir 
Convention 2022 
Treasurer 
RWTO/OERO 
Windsor-Essex 



GIFT BAGS for the TOTE BAGS 
Samia-Lambton Branch Chair Mary Anne Barstead 

A group of members from the Sarnia-Lambton Branch put together 
approximately 200 small bags ( clear plastic, ZIP LOCK) with various 
sundry items that are always useful when travelling. 

LIST 
hand sanitizer, 

purse size tissue pack 
breakfast bar 

mints 
emery stick 

The ZIP LOCK bag was convenient and reusable. The finished bags were 
boxed and dropped off at the Registration Desk early on the Tuesday 
morning before registration began. Distribution was easy to complete. 
Volunteers popped one into each tote bag as members arrived. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. Stay within budget and do not overdo the number of items. $300.00 was
ours.

2. Think of useful, handy, purposeful items.

3. Look for sales, donations, $store etc.

4. The plastic ZIP LOCK bag to put inside the tote works very well and
keeps everything together.

5. Other ideas would be pens, small note pad, apple, etc.



PHOTOGRAPHYNIDEO 

Traditionally, the Convention Team does not officially hire a photographer. 
We encouraged everyone attending or at meetings along the planning path, 
to use their phonecam or camera to take pictures and send them along to the 
Team for use in promotion, highlights, display and posterity! Kathy 
Gallagher, Provincial Communications/Web Chair made it known that she 
would appreciate receiving pictures to use online and on screen. 

Volunteer, Bernarda Norwood, our unofficial London-Middlesex Branch 
Photographer, was present at Convention throughout the week, taking candid 
shots. All happy members with friends, eating, listening and enjoying being 
together. Bernarda also filmed our Call to Convention Video in Spring 2021. 

The more formal shots of the Board of Directors and Incoming Board were 
taken by Owen Williams, a talented and experienced amateur photographer, 
husband of one of our Branch Board Members and member of the 
Convention team. He was presented with an Honorarium. 

PHOTO BOOTH 

The amazing Hot Air Balloon Basket display with its height and colour 
had the place of honour in the foyer outside the Ballroom. Rented from 
SUNDANCE BALLOON RIDES, it was a great hit with everyone and a 
perfect place to get group pictures! 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Pictures and video taken throughout Convention meetings, planning, and 
the actual week in June are an effective and inexpensive way to promote 
interest and motivate members to take part. Use in a Power Point at a 
Branch meeting, in your newsletter, your online Branch Web page and in 
Connections in the space made available for the year in the its issues.

2. Find members within your Branch who have the technical skills needed 
to prepare and send video and photos. (Drop Boxes and Thumb Drives etc)

3. Prepare a checklist (ahead of Convention) of the photos needed over the 

next three days. Assign.



PRINTING and PUBLISHING 

The Convenor, Cathy Harrison and 2021-22 R WTO/OERO President Nancy Bell 
Managed this Committee 

We were very fortunate to have had a strong recommendation from our District 8 R TO 
Executive to use an established local printer - ALLEGRA - for all our printing and 
publishing needs. In fact, they were able to order the Volunteer T-shirts, Tote Bags and 
other sundries that were required. It was very helpful to have everything handled by one 
firm. The staff at Allegra were very experienced and knowledgeable, taking time to help us 
design various items such as the table brochures, certificates and Registration envelope. 
Their pricing was competitive and reasonable and their support when our timeline was so 
tight - invaluable! 
President Nancy Bell prepared the Annual Report and looked after the delivery of 
that copy and the Provincial Financial Report to our printers. We were able to pick 
up the materials or have them delivered to the Hotel in good time. 

NOTE: The report on Printing and Publishing from the 2019 Convention has been included 
in the Binders in the section Further Information. It is well documented and still relevant as 
a resource to those Convention Teams that may have the expertise to print some of the 
materials themselves. Again, The Convention Handbook is highly recommended as a 
resource. 

CATERING 

Vivien White, 4Points Sheraton; Cathy Harrison, Convenor; 
Mary Maxwell, Treasurer; Sandra O'Brien Steering Committee 

This Committee is one of the most important to manage well. The reputation that the hotel 
has for food, drink, organizing events and managing large groups of people must be stellar 
and must be researched as a vital part of the venue services right at the beginning and 
monitored as you move along. 
Develop a good relationship with the caterer and ask questions about all aspects of her/his 
job. She/he is the one to help with menus, room set-up, dietary concerns. The Caterer is a 
link to the chef and knows what works we] l and presents well, whatever the tastes of your 
group. Listen to the advice they give as it comes from experience. We are paying for her/his 
skills. Let them do their work. BUT, stay in touch and arrange meetings as needed. 
Dietary Concerns are gathered from the Registration forms. The Registrar will print this list 
with names, Branch and dietary needs. Assign a Volunteer to work with the Caterer. This 
person will need empathy, and communication skills. Phone calls and emails are key as well 
as liaising with the Caterer and Chef. Charts are made and small table cards created to be 
placed in the Member's Convention Envelope. Hotels are more aware of dietary choices. 



PROMOTION 

Our Steering Committee was formed in the Spring of 2019. From our first meeting 
together, we knew, that one of the first tasks when applying to host a Provincial Convention 

is to convince your Branch Executive, your Membership and the Provincial BOD that -

1. You have the experience, the volunteers, the resources and the funds

2. You have a willing Branch, a venue, a theme and a basic plan

3. You understand the work and time involved

4. You understand that your Branch or Area may be Hosting the Convention
but Provincial is ultimately in charge. 

1. Start at #1 and work your way down!
2. The most important aspect of Promotion is Motivation, then Interest and Engagement.
3. Persuasion, confidence, positivity, and creative enticements are the tools.
4. Talk it up, spread the word, remind those past Convention Goers of the good times

had.

5. Create a unique logo and theme, make up a song and/or a skit to perform at a Branch
Meeting. (Can be reworked for the Call to Convention) (Hold a Logo contest.)

6. Make creative use of the space given to Convention promotion in Connections.
You will need printing support for this task. Have a few signs or posters printed then.

7. Use your mailouts, your website, your callers, your meetings to keep everyone
updated.

8. Set up a table in a visible spot at meetings to give out info, chat, sign up volunteers ...
Have charts ready to get contact information from your members. Have treats on the
table perhaps.

9. Be organized, be positive and stress the connections and camaraderie that will
develop.
Build Decorating and Entertainment Committees to plan events during Convention
that are different, fun and emphasize your Convention theme. Offer interesting
Workshops, Staycations and Tours to build the party atmosphere.

10. Volunteers are such an asset. Think of a uniform/costume or a bright visible T-shirt.
They are the ones who "Meet and Greet". They set the tone.

11. The Hospitality Suite is always popular and well attended. Make it welcome
and accessible and close to the main area. Signage is a must.




